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Colouring the background to the checkbox and radio button
 
 
The first example is to take a regular checkbox or radio button and to add script to the click event. This checks the value of the object and then takes appropriate action. 
 
 
Select which products you are interested in:                                              What is the reason for your purchase?
Note: these radio buttons are de-selectable - original script from Stefan Cameron. This script uses the initValue property. 
Colouring the mark to the checkbox and radio button
 
 
The second example changes the colour of the mark inside the checkboxes and radio buttons. Because it changes the font colour, it also changes the colour of the caption by default.  The script is in the click event, but the section controlling the colour of the mark could be moved to the docReady event. 
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Changing the mark style of the checkbox and radio button at runtime
 
 
The third example changes the style of the mark inside the checkboxes and radio buttons at runtime. Note that you can set the style of the checkbox and radio buttons in the Object > Field palette. 
 
Select a style:
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